END RACISM NOW #BLM
Street Mural - Winston-Salem (NC)

Panel Discussion

Panelists: Rasheeda Shankle, Joshua Mack, LB the Poet, Arielle Buford and Latisha Coleman
Moderator: Dara Silver
Meet our Panelists

• Rasheeda Shankle, Community Leader, CEO Honorable Youth
• Joshua Mack, Community Leader, Elder Dellabrook Presbyterian
• LB the Poet, Co-organizer, Spoken Word Artist
• Arielle Buford, Artist
• Latisha Coleman, Artist
• Dara Silver, Moderator, Arts Council of Winston-Salem and Forsyth County
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Breonna Taylor
March 13, 2020

George Floyd
May 25, 2020
BLM Protests in Winston-Salem
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18 Paid Artists

Thanks to Artists Thrive!

- E Kayyum Allah
- N Andrea Revelle @mahoganyart28
- D Tyamica Mabry @typesofher
- R Terry Suave @terrysuave
- A April Reich @mycreativeesignsco
- C Donald Sawyer @drswayer2
- I Ariel Carpenter @arielsharea
- S Jazmine Moore @jazpire_
- M Chloe Beatty @chloeamorebeatty
- N Leo Rucker @leorucker
- O Courtney Jones @wett.paint
- W Fredo Felix @wynoceros
- # Phillip Osborne @phil77777, Brandon Coley @coleydidit and Ryan Ilgi @ryantamer
- B Jamilika Hodrick @jamilikatalia
- L Latisha Coleman @tish.the.brand
- M Arielle Buford @_4_in_the_am
Promoting Unity – Demanding Change
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